A/W nail trends
Welcome to A/W nail trends uncovered,
a guide dedicated to bringing you next
season’s exciting nail trends. Whether
you’re a nail technician, a manicurist or a
student studying towards a professional
nail qualification, this essential guide is
guaranteed to inspire and inform, allowing
you to create the perfect Autumn/Winter nail
look for your client.

Next season’s nail trends offer something for every taste,
from bold, edgy looks that are sure to make a statement
on special occasions to understated elegance, great for
everyday wear. Keep reading to find out which colours,
designs and styles are predicted to be at the top of the
style stakes this upcoming season.

Checkerboard chic
Since becoming one of the summer’s most popular
prints, it’s clear that gingham is here to stay. This classic
print has appeared on numerous catwalks, whilst also
becoming a staple trend on the high street. From simple
summer dresses to statement ruffled trousers, gingham
has taken over the world of fashion so why not

incorporate this striking trend into your nail designs?
Embrace this trend by investing in nail stencils or
stamping plates, a great way to create the perfect
chequered look.
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Going for gold
Dubbed by fashion experts as the ‘Midas touch’,
gold-hued nails are set to be a huge trend by the
end of 2017. Perfect for holiday season, glorious
gold fingertips are sure to wow during the festive
period. Update your client’s nails with a hint of gold
glitter or opt for a classic metallic gold shade to
ensure they’re ready for the numerous Christmas
parties, festive nights out and family get-togethers
that this time of year brings.

Quirky neutrals
From soft pinks and greys to cool khaki shades,
neutral nail colours are a great way to add a simple
yet stylish update to any manicure. Ideal for everyday
wear or sophistication for special events, neutrals
are sure to be popular with clients who prefer one,
versatile look to see them through every occasion.
Combine multiple neutral shades to create a unique
look that’s sure to impress.
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Thank you
Thank you for reading this guide. We hope it’s given you the inspiration you need to
keep your clients on trend for A/W 2017.
Want to spread the word about what’s hot for next season? Join in the conversation
online using the hashtag #AWBeautyTrends.
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